Fill in the blanks with the words at the bottom of the page.
This photo was taken from a famous Tv ________ “Friends”. We can see six ___________,
Ross, Monica, Rachel, Chandler, Joey and Phoebe who live in New York City. Chandler and
Joey are _________ and live in a loft ____________ across the hall from Monica and
Rachel’s ______. Ross is Monica’s ________. He’s a paleontologist and works in a ________.
He speaks very __________and he’s quite ________ . He’s been ______________ Rachel
since 9th grade. Monica is a chef assistant who is really _______. Her friend Rachel Green
is a _________. She is a little bit snobbish and _________. She is very ________ on
image and style. Joey is an _______ who is very ______ with his roles. He is ___________,
he loves _______ and he is very ________. Phoebe is a ___________ character, but never
ask her to sing!
actor /apartment/ bossy / brother /characters / flat / flatmates / focused / food /
friendly / funny / in love with / museum / precisely / selfish / series / shy / simple minded /
unlucky / waitress
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